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Abstract 
 This thesis paper examines how I turned real life experiences and observations into a 
fictionalized screenplay that explores the potential for vice inherent in tip-based service industry 
jobs. After that, I move on to the preproduction process and touch on casting, location scouting, 
visualization, production design, budgeting and crewing. Next I discuss how the preproduction 
and on-set efforts of individuals were all critical to our production. Then I chronicle the ups and 
downs of postproduction. Finally, I conclude with an admittedly subjective analysis of the 
effectiveness of the movie itself. 
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CHAPTER 1 
HOW PIZZA SNAKES GUIDED ME TO MOVIE-MAKING 
 
 A significant amount of my limited understanding of human nature comes from working 
tip-based jobs. Much of that understanding informs the theme and plot of my UNO thesis film, 
The Book of Snake. 
 In five different states, over the course of ten years, I delivered pizzas. I drove for both 
major chains and privately owned stores. I interacted with a wide spectrum of customers, often in 
their own doorways. I met interesting coworkers. Some of them became forever friends. I also 
met coworkers who were, and probably remain, despicable people. A couple of them became my 
friends, too. I also learned what the term “Snaked” means. 
 Most people are aware that great wrongs exist in the world, but many Americans remain 
blissfully unaware that in the fast-paced ego-driven world of pizza delivery, drivers are in a 
constant battle to dominate one another. A Snake is any delivery driver who takes a run out of 
order, meaning a driver who takes a delivery when it is not his or her turn. It is a borderline evil 
act that happens more than anyone in the pizza world would like to admit. Drivers regularly 
cheat each other for monetary gain, and I am now convinced that some also do it to show that 
they have power over their peers. This even happens between work buddies and supposed 
friends. Most especially, it happens to newbies. 
 I did not invent the term “Snake;” it was already in widespread use when I first began 
working as a young pizza driver in the mid 1990’s. When I first found out about it, my 
fascination with how and why Snaking was so common was instantaneous. At every chain store I 
worked for, Snaking was the norm. It was so prevalent that some drivers talked and joked about 
it openly. As wrong as this sounds, the concept of Snaking and Counter-Snaking made this low-
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level food service job more interesting. On any busy shift, it provided the potential for intrigue, 
competition, confrontation and subversion. One night, after a long viper filled shift, I went home 
and wrote a document I titled, “Know Your Snake.” 
 “Know Your Snake” categorized all the different types of Pizza Snakes I had encountered. I 
based the descriptions of the Snakes on their Snaking tactics, coming up with “species” of 
snakes, such as The Psychedelic Burn Out Snake and The Rattle Snake. The descriptions 
blatantly reflected my coworkers at the time. The Rattle Snake, for instance, I described as the 
rudest of snakes. This highly excitable serpent is manic with or without the assistance of 
caffeine. Its joy in life is to snake a driver, and then deliver the message to that driver, that he 
has, indeed, been snaked. 
 I brought the document into the store and taped it on to the wall next to the computer that 
we used to log runs out. As my fellow drivers read about the many species of Snakes I had 
identified, they began to discuss which Snake they were. Some even wrote their own name onto 
the document, proudly claiming that they were the King Cobra or the Invisible Snake. In all the 
busy chain stores I delivered for after that, I would eventually bring in an updated version of the 
“Know Your Snake” document. Inevitably, drivers and managers would decide what Snake they 
thought their coworkers were. Sometimes they would label themselves.  
 Of all the bits and pieces which I have written or performed over the years since, that 
three-page unpublished (up until very recently) list and description of Pizza Snakes is probably 
my most successful creation. The people who reacted to it were truly excited. I had made and 
framed an idea in a way people could directly identify with. Granted, my audience was made up 
of a dozen bored service industry coworkers in any given store. Their tastes pretty much auto-
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aligned with what I then considered an extremely niche idea, but just watching people react led 
to me writing down and sharing more and more of my thoughts.  
 I might not be a filmmaker today if my ex-coworkers had not so enthusiastically bought 
into my thinly-veiled categorizations of them. I remember how good it felt to know that my 
writing was finally connecting. The many pizza stores I delivered for basically served as my first 
performances spaces.  
 As my twenties turned into my thirties, I developed a more focused writing and 
performance habit. I had returned to New Orleans specifically to dive wholeheartedly into what 
was then an active open mic scene. These stages attracted storytellers, comics, musicians, 
satirists, spoken word artists, improv artists and poets. The Dragon’s Den (it was a very different 
place back then), True Brew, Ebony Square and The Hard Rock Cafe were my favorite venues, 
but there were many more. Getting up on stage, often without any sort of monetary 
compensation, became what I built my life around. 
 My performances were not quite standup comedy, not quite poetry and not always well 
received. Eventually I learned how to rehearse and become better at improvising. Thoughts on 
customers, coworkers and the silly number of weird situations I encountered in the service 
industry became one of my go-to sources for material.  
 I had, by this time, moved on to waiting tables, where I found the working environment 
surprisingly similar. Just like pizza drivers, some individuals out of any given waitstaff will also 
do their best to acquire the customers who they think will be the best tippers by, for example, 
walking a ritzy group of patrons right to their own section while the hostess is seating another 
table. Like Pizza Snakes, Waiter Snakes will not always work alone. Sometimes they will buddy 
up with hostesses or managers to ensure they get their pick of patrons. The dynamics and tactics 
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are slightly different than those of Pizza Snakes, but, effectively, Waiter and Waitress Snakes 
also exist. My exposure to these Snakes helped me become more adept at relating exaggerated 
versions of my service industry woes to crowds. 
 In a sudden and unfortunate turn of events that made it hard for me to make rent, I, with 
some trepidation, turned to street performing. I had (and have) none of the typical busker skills. I 
cannot juggle, make balloon critters, sing, tap dance or mime, so I found a way to adapt what I 
had been doing on stage, and brought it to the streets of the French Quarter. Basically, I 
incorporated a good bit more of improvisation and memorized comic bits into a flexible, very 
loud, act. I had enough success to immediately make rent, and eventually even start making a 
living (though not by most people’s standards). The late-night Bourbon Street and Jackson 
Square audiences were a lot tougher than open mic audiences, but when I managed to win them 
over, they tipped well. 
 I became a better performer but I also began to burn out. Working the French Quarter 
late-night mostly, drunk, crowd was a hard gig. When an audience goes to a venue with an open 
mic, they are expecting to pay attention to performers. They do so relatively politely, and even 
talk to you after the show. The same is far from true on Bourbon Street. That place is an ever-
changing mix of unchecked rudeness and unrestrained friendliness. It is a crazy place to sell 
humor. To make a long story shorter, I will just say that my desire to have my stories in front of 
crowds did not go away, but it changed. I no longer wanted to be the face of my own stories.  
 I realized that there are many people with more charisma, and more desire to be the ones 
entertaining people face to face. I just wanted an outlet for my stories. That is how I ended up on 
stages in the first place. Writing became more of my focus, and when I stopped street 
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performing, I found I did not miss it. I moved to Denver, where I promptly started driving pizzas 
again. I still sought out open mics, but not as frequently. I also attempted to write fiction. 
 An opportunity to go to school developed, and I tried my hand at the animation program 
at The Art Institute of Colorado. In a required cinematography class that was more like a 
production class, I discovered I really enjoyed writing stories for short movies. Also, working 
with actors and framing shots was a blast. I made so many mistakes, and it was still great.  
 I left The Art Institute of Colorado to attend The Colorado Film School, which was more 
economical, and focused entirely on cinema. I only attended for three semesters over a three-year 
period, but I was introduced to the basics of preproduction, production and post. More 
importantly, I met and worked with other people who were exploring their own love for movie- 
making. It was a good time.  
 Rarely did I have to be the face of my own stories. I also discovered it did not even have 
to be my own story. I was happy working on most anyone’s set. Whether I was behind the 
camera, or figuring out the best way to set up lights in just the right spot, I was happy. Being part 
of a story-telling team, as opposed to being a lone performer on a stage, was rewarding.  
 After I moved back to Louisiana, I worked in the service industry for many more years, 
but also started acquiring access to some camera gear.  Once I had enough, I started seeking out 
both photography and videography freelance work to keep me near a camera. But I was often the 
lone cameraman, or part of a very small crew. The scope of the videography jobs I could get too 
often lacked that motivated-crew feeling that I wanted. Luckily, I found my way back to chasing 
my movie-making dreams when I was accepted into the Graduate Film Program at UNO. After a 
couple of years taking classes, producing a couple of shorts and volunteering for as many student 
sets as I could, it was time to write the script for my thesis movie.    
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Chapter 2 
FROM LIFE TO SCRIPT 
 
 
 About twenty years after I first typed out my list of Pizza Snakes, I was sitting in a UNO 
screenwriting class taught by Erik Hansen. He asked us to pitch at least two ideas for our thesis 
film. Of the ideas I presented, my fellow students and Erik seemed most intrigued by the Pizza 
Snake concept. So, though one of my other ideas was originally more interesting to me, I decided 
to revisit my past.  
 My previous screenplay attempts were based on character concepts that I literally wrote 
plots around. This time, I had no main character or plot. The two things I knew going into the 
brainstorming process was that a pizza store needed to be the main location, and that there would 
be several characters who would each represent different species of Pizza Snakes. After 
bouncing ideas off the sounding board that was our writing class, I firmed up some goals. 
 I wanted more than just a fun short comedy that plunged an audience directly into the 
dark side of pizza delivery. Though I fully intended to weave hyperbole into every aspect of the 
script, I also wanted to authentically symbolize both the treachery and the bonds that can form 
between coworkers in service industry jobs, because being part of a team was always my favorite 
part of working them. When a restaurant, bar, coffee shop, or pizza delivery store I worked for 
was managed well, I was generally happy. When it was not managed well, and the crew did not 
get along with management or each other, I was inevitably unsatisfied with the job. Not so oddly, 
I feel the same about film sets now. Since food service is what I had written about for a solid 
chunk of my life, I figured it would be easy to repurpose some of those past experiences into a 
fun and meaningful fictional narrative that I could afford to produce. It was not.  
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 I began to construct the story around characters who represented various species of Pizza 
Snakes. They served as a collective antagonist to my yet-to-be determined protagonist. At first, I 
thought I wanted an allegorical tale that focused on the dangers of unchecked capitalism. So I 
focused on creating a protagonist whose social and economic struggles in a small scale service 
industry job were a microcosmic reflection of the macrocosmic notion that all societies are made 
worse when individuals in them are motivated to circumvent regulations and refrain from 
common decency for the purpose of acquiring wealth and power.  
 This led to the creation of the character Quinn. He is an honest protagonist who is 
surrounded by money-sucking Pizza Snakes. But I had problems finding a believable character 
arc that felt right, or could fit into the eighteen-page recommended maximum for our thesis 
screenplay. As Erik inspired some in our class towards rewrites, I kind of let go of that 
unchecked capitalism motivator. It was leading me slightly astray, and did not seem to add an 
uplifting concluding message I wanted to sneak in under the didactic radar.    
 As the drafts developed, Quinn, and the story around him, became more and more shaped 
by a conversation I once had with a friend of mine in Albuquerque. My friend basically told me 
that a person must experience vice to understand it. When a person renounces that vice, he 
becomes worthier of guiding others away from their own vices. My buddy used himself as an 
example.  
 He had been a substance abuse counselor who once had a substance abuse problem that 
was compounded by his gambling problem. Before he recovered from them, which took years, 
those problems ate away at the quality of his life. Now clean and sober and helping others toward 
the same, he felt that if he had never experienced those serious problems firsthand and taken the 
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steps necessary to overcome them, he would not have had the ability or motivation to work with 
people who were suffering with their own substance abuse and gambling issues.  
 I always carried that with me, and it was not until I used that as a guiding theme for The 
Book of Snake that the heartfelt nature I wanted this story to have really began to form. I realized 
that Quinn must go from being honest, to being corrupt, and then find a way to renounce his 
pizza sins so that he could save all the Pizza Snakes around him. In effect, it is not until Quinn 
chooses to become the evil Hydra Snake, and out-cheat everyone around him, that he is put on a 
path that will eventually let him understand the self-destructive nature of being a venal power 
monger. On the last page of the final draft of the script, Cook tells a repentant and recovered 
Quinn, “One must become snake to defeat snake. It is the way of things.” This is a blatant, and 
hopefully humorously timed, summation of the overall theme. I feel it fits well at the end of the 
script as it further justified Quinn’s eventual story arc. 
 Cook became a more critical character than I originally imagined. This is specifically 
because the script had ballooned to twenty-something pages, and had not neared a satisfying 
conclusion. I had too many Pizza Snake characters, and I was taking too much screenplay time 
describing the act of them snaking Quinn. “Economy by Design” is something Erik always 
brought up in class and conversation. This concept relates to finding ways to keep a screenplay 
as efficient as can be, while holding true to its goals. There are several ways to accomplish this in 
any given story but it is tricky, as there are even more ways to mess it up. 
 For The Book of Snake, part of “Economy by Design” involved cutting some lengthy 
scenes and unnecessary characters out. Some of these scenes and characters I considered funny 
and relevant to explaining the concept of Pizza Snaking to an audience, so these cuts were 
difficult. It was not until the unnecessary scenes and characters were gone that I discovered more 
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efficient and relevant ways to connect the proverbial dots needed for Quinn's journey. The 
solution was Cook. 
 The Book of Snake needed one steadfastly decent character who could show the value of 
Quinn to an audience. There also needed to be a character who could alert Quinn that he was 
being victimized and a character that needed to pass on to Quinn the mystic tome of Pizza Snake 
knowledge that provides Quinn with the choice to accept or reject special Snaking abilities. For 
this to happen succinctly, all of these characters had to become one - Cook. And even when 
Cook was but a quirky concept, I quickly realized that it would be optimal if whoever we cast for 
his character had the right type of voice, he could also do the voiceover for the Book parts. By 
the twelfth draft, I was months gone from the thesis-writing class. I had others read it to tell me 
their opinions on what worked and did not. By then I was dead set on Cook reading the 
voiceovers that help to concisely but poetically describe the Pizza Snakes throughout the story. 
Cook thus ended up with most of the lines in the short. The Zen master of the pizza store serves 
as more than Quinn’s ally. Cook serves as the story’s pace-setter. He is the plot’s metronome.       
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Chapter 3 
CASTING 
 
  Daniel Kleinpeter was one of the first moviemakers I approached for help with 
The Book of Snake. Daniel, a former student at UNO, invested himself fully as a producer and 
also offered to be the casting director. I was hesitant to agree at first, as I thought that both 
positions might be too much for a person who was also working on so many other projects, but 
as we spoke more about what I was after, I began to feel that Daniel understood the scope of my 
intent more than anyone.   
 We organized two days of casting calls at a theater on St. Claude Street. I wanted the 
theater space, as opposed to a UNO classroom, because I thought this might inspire more 
impressive audition performances. Budget-wise, this was an option because I had a buddy who 
let us use his theater for what was effectively the cost of the space’s electricity. Fitting with the 
concept of inspiring impressive audition performances, we also had a team of performance savvy 
casting assistants. They not only ushered in the people auditioning from the waiting room, but 
also read opposite of them when appropriate. This gave everyone auditioning experienced actors 
to work with, rather than just someone (or me) reading prompt lines.   
 When I made my original budget, I had originally figured I would be paying key actors. 
But as preproduction was underway, I was starting to comprehend how much art design, securing 
locations and catering were all going to cost. So, I made the decision to not pay actors. We 
warned everyone who auditioned that they would be working only for credit and food if they 
were cast. I thought that might lead to a low turnout. Thankfully, that was not the case. 
 Between Daniel’s contacts and my own, we attracted many actors who were excited to 
audition for the project. The characters of Quinn and Cook were the two roles that most people 
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would call leading parts, but that did not mean they were the most important. I have seen many a 
short film fall apart because of one or two lackluster performances in minor roles, so I 
considered all roles critical. The role of Invisible Snake did not even have lines, but we were still 
very careful about casting it. Thankfully, because of the large turn out and a few video auditions 
that were sent to us, we were able to be selective.   
 Most everyone who auditioned read the “sides” for multiple roles. This also applied to all 
but one of the actors who sent in video auditions. For example, whoever read for the role of Jen, 
the Babe Snake, also read for the role of Sue. In the script, Sue, the innocent newbie driver, 
displays characteristics that were pretty much opposite of Jen’s. In theory, having an actor read 
for both was supposed to give us an idea of her range. But, in practice, it meant we could   see 
the actors in ways that we would not originally have thought of them just from their headshots. It 
also expanded the way I saw the roles. There were several benefits to watching capable actors, 
some of whom were not cast, interpret the characters. This led to slight changes in both script 
and direction later.  
 At the end of the two days of casting, and after watching all the video auditions which 
were submitted, Daniel and I each reviewed our notes. We also re-watched some of the auditions 
we recorded. After independently selecting our favorite, second favorite and sometimes third 
favorite for each role, we met up. There were only three roles of ten that our favorites matched, 
so we cast those actors in those roles immediately.  
 One of them was David Brown, who played the lead. David’s “straight man” 
interpretation of Quinn’s sides was spot on. He also had the acting chops to flip from a morally 
upright character to a full-on Snake. This was also one of those instances when having actual 
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actors present for David to bounce his audition performance off really paid off. We instantly 
noticed not only his range, but his ability to work with others.       
 David was a fairly easy choice, but it was not so with many of the other roles. Daniel and 
I had to talk through why we had chosen one actor over another. Based on the ranking of each of 
our first, second and third picks, we developed what could effectively be called a point system. 
Through that, and just talking about our gut instincts, we came up with a seriously funny cast 
that we felt could play off each other well.    
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Chapter 4 
LOCATIONS 
 
 The Book of Snake required several locations but there was only one that I anticipated 
would be difficult to locate and secure. We needed a pizza store. The entire project hinged on it. 
And, to complicate matters, we needed it on weekend dates. This was a problem because 
weekends are traditionally the busiest days for pizza places. Store hours are longer, and prep and 
closing times are often extended on Friday and Saturdays. There was no getting around it, 
though, as weekends were the only time we could secure a student crew. This all played into my 
biggest concern.  
 Without large or medium amounts of money to sway them, I knew it was going to be 
tough to convince store managers and owners that it would be a good thing to, after their store 
closed for the night, invite a crew and cast of forty people (mostly students and/or novices) to 
make a movie in their kitchen. I was right to worry. 
 Often alone, but sometimes thankfully accompanied by the producer (Daniel Kleinpeter), 
or by the production designer (Nathan Tucker), and always armed with printed illustrations of 
Pizza Snakes, I would enter a pizza store and pitch the movie concept to the first engaging 
employee I met. Then I would let them know that I was a UNO graduate student looking for a 
place to film this pizza-delivery-based thesis movie. I was usually referred to a manager or 
owner.  
 By the third week of location scouting I had become efficient at pitching not only the 
concept of Pizza Snakes, which most every manager and owner seemed amused by, but also the 
idea of filming in their store. I knew better than to ask national chains, like Papa John’s or 
Domino’s Pizza, if we could shoot in their locations. I was sure there would be too many 
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corporate rules that could threaten any location agreements or promises a local manager or owner 
of a franchise store might make. I had no intentions of risking a last-minute major location loss 
on a corporate technicality.      
 Of the thirty something pizza stores I checked out in the greater New Orleans area, I was 
invited to look at about half of their kitchens. The other half of the stores made it clear that 
though they appreciated the concept, filming at their location would not be an option. Only two 
store managers were not at all enamored with the idea of Pizza Snakes. Everyone else was at 
least pleasant.   
 I promised owners that if they allowed us shoot in their kitchen over the Martin Luther 
King weekend, plus one other day, I would be incredibly grateful. Figuring that gratitude would 
not be enough, I also offered them the option of $500 for five nights of shooting. I also provided 
an alternative incentive. In place of offering $500, I offered them the option of producing a short 
commercial for their business.  
 As part of my own freelancing gigs, I had shot a few very low budget commercials for 
small businesses around town. I had the gear and the contacts to pull it off relatively cheaply. I 
also had examples of what I could do for them. The offer of a commercial in trade, more than the 
offer of money, rose a few eyebrows. It effectively got me into a couple of extra kitchens. 
Getting to walk through a store’s kitchen is when I knew I at least had a manager’s interest. Also, 
to allay any potential liability fears owners might have, I carried with me a document that 
showed UNO’s insurance policies regarding student shoots.   
 Of course, not all pizza kitchens are created equal. Even when I was allowed into a 
kitchen, I was not always impressed by it. Sometimes a kitchen worked with the overall look I 
wanted. Often, they did not. Also, as I walked through the kitchens, actor and camera blocking 
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thoughts ran through my mind. I knew I wanted much of the movie to be shot wide, and I knew I 
wanted as open of a kitchen layout as I could get. Small or crowded kitchens were not in line 
with the tracking shots I envisioned, but a couple of owners at pizza joints with smaller kitchens 
seemed ready to say, “yes,” and shoot dates were approaching rapidly. It was a risk, but I 
decided to hold out for a location with larger kitchen.  
 Three weeks before the shoot, I drove down every major strip-mall laden suburban street 
in Metairie and Kenner. I stopped at every pizza store I saw. Finally, two businesses with great 
layouts for both actor and camera blocking showed interest. Both stores had owners I really liked 
and trusted. After repeated visits to both, I went with The Italian Pie in Kenner.  
 When it finally came time to shoot, the owner/manager, Sean Ho, treated all forty of us as 
guests, rather than as potentially destructive nuisances. Considering the overnight and early 
morning hours we had to work, it was good for crew morale to feel so welcomed. 
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Chapter 5 
THE BOOK 
 
 As I began to earnestly revise the script into something I could both afford and still want 
to shoot, the illustrations of Pizza Snakes in the book that was the central prop became more 
critical to my vision. The Book is a tome that exposes the protagonist to life altering knowledge 
about pizza delivery and power dynamics. Aside from revising and streamlining the script, 
creating Pizza Snake images became the first major step of preproduction. It felt like pre-
preproduction. I had to find an artist, or artists, before I could move on. I could not fully 
conceive of this movie without first knowing what the key Snakes in The Book would look like.     
 Based on the first few drafts I had come up with, I believed The Rattler, The King Cobra, 
The Psychedelic Burn Out Snake, The Boss Driver Viper, The Babe Snake, The Invisible Snake, 
The Intimidating Hulk Snake and the Drifting Bastard Snake were the Snakes that would be 
represented by characters in the movie. I knew I wanted them to be illustrated in a style that was 
at once comical, frighteningly serpentine and distinctly reminiscent of classic religious artwork. 
My consistent inspirational reference point remained the art of the animated movie, The Secret of 
Kells (2009, Tomm Moore, Nora Twomey). I know many artists, but few who could illustrate in 
the crisp Celtic style I was after.    
 While working on a revision of the script at Flora’s Coffee shop in the Bywater 
neighborhood, I saw Clare Welsh drawing something. I had met her a couple of times at 
gatherings around the city. I knew she was an artist, but I had never seen her art. We started 
chatting about the thing that was most on my mind - Pizza Snakes. She showed me some 
drawings in her sketch pad and then pulled up her website on my computer. It might have just 
been the caffeine, but it felt like a serendipitous moment. I needed to find an artist with a specific 
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style before I felt comfortable moving forward. She had the style. I gave her a copy of the script, 
and we exchanged contact information. 
 Over the next couple of weeks, we talked, and she agreed to illustrate five snakes for a 
price I could afford. The first two she came up with were the Snakes I printed out and brought to 
the pizza stores I was scouting. I now had impressive relevant images to back up my off-beat 
Pizza Snake pitches. These pitches got me into many kitchens. Getting into kitchens was the first 
step to finally securing a location. Without the art, I am sure my pitches would have seemed 
more hollow.    
 I was still aggressively revising the script. Some Snakes had already been cut, but more 
had to go. The Drifting Bastard Snake and The Intimidating Hulk Snake got the ax just as The 
Hydra Snake became the final addition. For a reasonable price, Clare agreed to illustrate that as 
her sixth snake contribution. The Hydra is the all-in-one Snake (I almost called in the Swiss 
Army Snake or the Mutt Snake). In the final drafts, and in the movie, it represents the ultimate 
Pizza Snake, which Quinn becomes. Clare incorporated the heads of her other five Snake 
illustrations into her illustration.   
 It was a disappointing necessity to cut so many other Pizza Snake character and image 
concepts. The Intuitive Snake and the Water Moccasin never even made it into my first drafts, 
but they were still slithering around my mind. Even though I was unable to fit all the Snake 
characters into what I foolishly thought would only be about sixteen minutes long short, I felt the 
need to show people more Pizza Snakes. I approached a few other local artists who were willing 
to volunteer their skills for the project. Eventually, I ended up with a total of a dozen illustrated 
Pizza Snakes from five (including Clare) local artists. The styles of the other artists were each 
very different from Clare’s. But, several of the illustrations were never intended to be featured in 
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the movie. For the most part I wanted consistency in the Snake Art on screen, but that in no way 
mattered for The Book. A couple of the other artists’ Snake illustrations make brief appearances 
in one of the montages.   
 I am still in the process of trying to self-publish a coffee-table style art book that features 
the twelve Pizza Snakes. Local bookmaker Geoff Munsterman designed the layout. The book, 
also titled The Book of Snake, is a fourteen page, seven by seven inch, stand alone Pizza Snake 
themed book that also serves as a companion book for the movie. On one side of each set of 
pages is an illustration of a Pizza Snake, and on the other is a description of its attack methods. I 
have promised copies to all the financial contributors to the movie. I think its prototype is 
hilarious.  
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Chapter 6 
CRAZY ART/NORMAL ART 
 
 Production Design was no small task. The Book was covered, but we needed creative and 
practical assistance to help us create both a believable pizza delivery environment that fit the 
story and a visually interesting and transformative home environment for Quinn.  
 Nathan Tucker, a recent graduate of UNO, agreed to be our production designer. He and I 
worked hard to conceive of a silly amount of concepts to make this short something special. We 
tossed many a concept out because of budget, impracticality and/or a lack of overall 
compatibility with the characters and storylines we were trying to compliment. Also, as locations 
were secured, we developed specific alterations and additions to our ideas. For over a month 
before the shoot, and to the very last night of the shoot, Nathan and I were sounding boards for 
long term and instant fixes. I see the results, some obvious, some subtle, of our numerous 
conversations throughout The Book of Snake.   
 This is especially true in Quinn’s two very different living room scenes. According to the 
draft of the script we were working with, after Quinn acquires The Book, he was supposed to 
arrive at his suburban home to free it from the hot-bag frozen in ice. Only then could he discover 
The Book’s secrets. My parents’ place has a pretty good living room for what we wanted. It 
seemed an easy and free place to stage it. Again, in that version of the script, the next time Quinn 
arrives at his living room, he has effectively become The Hydra Snake. The suburban living 
room has correspondingly transformed. It becomes a Hydra lair complete with a Snake shrine for 
The Book. Quinn worships at it. 
 I felt the shrine would have had to be hokier looking if Quinn was never established as a 
person capable of building an elaborate Snake sculpture with light blasting from its giant fanged 
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mouth. We did not want it hokey. We wanted it to be a sculpture on the same level of artistry as 
the illustrations in The Book. For this, Quinn had to be established as an artist. Also, the ending, 
where Quinn presents Cook with The Book of Mongoose, would not have sold as well if some 
artistic talent was not expressed by Quinn earlier on in the script. In this case, I think sticking 
with the, “show don’t tell,” movie-making mantra paid off.     
 Luckily, my father is an artist, and has a rustic looking art studio with a fun entrance 
point. When Nathan saw it, I saw wheels turning. The script changed because of a hole in the 
story and an art design decision. No longer was Quinn going to arrive with The Book at a basic 
suburban home. He was going to arrive at his art studio/home. And, the art studio room turning 
into a Snake shrine room was going to be strikingly odd, but believable. Changing his home 
environment redefined Quinn slightly, and that redefinition rippled throughout the rest of the 
script.  
 The transformation of the room reflects Quinn’s transformations. Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind (1977, Steven Spielberg) has a few key scenes of the protagonist, Roy Neary 
(Richard Dreyfuss) sculpting the mountainous geographic sight, Devil’s Tower, out of 
immediately available household materials. Roy does this with shaving cream in one scene. Then 
he sculpts Devils Tower with mashed potatoes, right in front of his family. A bit later in the 
movie, Roy constructs the Devil’s Tower in a much more imposing fashion with dirt and objects 
from his lawn. He transforms his family room into a room that holds a massive 
diorama/sculpture of Devil’s Tower. It is an expression of visions he is having of the future 
landing place of the extraterrestrials. The process and result is a visually striking manifestation of 
Roy’s struggle and excitement with the mysterious circumstances that are altering him. I needed 
to establish a similar connection with Quinn and the Snake shrine.  
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 This being a short, there was no time to show the process of Quinn building a 
preposterous but artful shrine. Establishing Quinn as an artist, made it unnecessary to show him 
going to get art supplies because he would already have them. Also, him working on the 
sculpture would be a distraction from the story. I felt if it was just implied he built the shrine, and 
the right visual signals were there in the first art studio scene, no one would question how it 
came to be. They would know an obsessed Quinn made it, with care. In that way, art design 
became integral to the economy of the story.  
 As a side note, the Snake and shrine were constructed by Kathleen Vieira, Nathan 
Tucker, and Kerry Punzo (my father). It was literally still drying when we shot the scenes with it. 
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Chapter 7 
CINEMATOGRAPHY 
 
 As I was writing the script, I became excited by how much of this story would be related 
via camera movements, framing and lighting. I tried to imply, but not force, the look of the 
movie as I wrote. Using what I had learned from gaffing and camera operating on past sets, I 
envisioned, then expressed, scenes I knew we could pull off within the confines of a thesis film 
with my anticipated budget. Critically analyzing movies and scene sequences, like we did in 
Hamp Overton’s UNO Cinematography Class, also added to my capacity to understand how 
scenes and sequences could become more thematically expressive via camera and lighting 
techniques. This type of pre-visualization proved vital to the writing process as this short is less 
dialogue-based than my previous student projects. Entire scenes and montage sequences rely on 
the camera to tell the story. I wanted anyone who read the script to have a solid idea of what the 
movie could look like. At the same time, I avoided directing the camera in my writing. I never 
included statements like, “camera tilts up to reveal the shine’s giant glowing Snake head.” As an 
occasional DP, I find myself groaning when screenwriters try to direct the look of the movie in 
that fashion.  
 Even though this comedic script had the potential to work if it were filmed like a sitcom, 
I wanted it to be shot with all the cinematic grace a pizza delivery based comedy could warrant. I 
was pleased when Trenton Mynatt, a fellow graduate student in the program, agreed to be the 
DP. I had worked with him on several films, and had seen others he had shot. His fundamental 
understanding of what type of shots are needed to tell a story makes him a first-rate planner. He 
also works well with others, cameras, shadows and light. And he has a solid sense of how shots 
tie together later in the edit. Furthermore, and as important to the success of this production as 
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any of the above traits, Trenton can be fast when required. A relatively long script for a short, 
multiple locations, a student crew orchestrating several complex setups and a large cast 
guaranteed that The Book of Snake would be a difficult script to shoot in seven nights. It would 
have been impossible if the camera and lighting crew were inefficient.    
 Trenton did his homework. We discussed style, camera settings, ways to tackle difficult 
shots and blocking well in advance of the shooting days. Also, as we were making the shot list, 
we tried to minimize the number of shots and set ups it would take to cover any given scene. In 
this part of the planning process, Trenton spent time and effort talking me out of a few time-
consuming shots I wanted. He called this process “killing my babies.” 
 We also visited the locations in the days before the shoot. Camera and lighting schemes 
were designed before the crew ever arrived to set them up. I always intended to have lots of 
camera movement tracking the actions of the characters. So, at least in the moments near the end 
of the story when things were going smoothly for the protagonist and the rest of the characters, I 
figured we would have a couple of nice smooth dolly tracking shots to augment the joy of the 
mood. Camera movement ends up helping define the look of the The Book of Snake, but there is 
not a single dolly shot. Trenton killed those time-eating babies before they hatched.     
 As far as style went, we figured it all out before we began. The protagonist’s mind is 
hardly ever still. Fittingly, I hardly ever wanted the camera to be still. When Quinn was stressed, 
searching for ways to understand people, looking for ways to exploit coworkers or celebrating 
his accomplishments, the camera needed to help relate those mental states. The few moments 
when the camera would be still were meant to suggest a different feeling. We chose to do this 
near the conclusion of the story, during Quinn’s heartfelt renouncing of his pizza driving status 
speech to his fellow pizza drivers. These ended up being among the only tripod shots of the 
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short. The lack of movement relates Quinn’s steadfast resolve. The rest of The Book of Snake 
was shot handheld by our camera operator, Barry Cunningham. The constant mix of subtle or 
obvious camera movements was intended to create visual harmony with the story’s mood at any 
given point.      
 We also incorporated several styles of lighting to complement the changing moods. The 
anticipation of merging special effects with specific shots later in post, including animated words 
that would sometimes float above characters’ heads, also added a degree of challenge to the 
planning and execution stages as far as framing, camera movements and blocking were 
concerned.  
 One movie I looked to for visual inspiration was Raising Arizona (1987, Joel Coen, Ethan 
Coen). Wide angle, relatively deep focus moving shots are key to much of that movie’s 
storytelling. Though Raising Arizona is peppered with key medium and close-ups, a large 
percentage of the movie’s humor is reliant on the body language of the protagonist and 
supporting cast.  
 In The Book of Snake, we often chose to shoot deep focus wide shots in the pizza kitchen 
scenes as the actors actions in the background were integral to the humor and/or story. The wide 
shots also ensured that multiple actors could be both in frame, and in focus, at once. Also, 
UNO’s editing professor, Danny Retz, often reminds me, comedy is sold in the wides. In that, I 
had faith. 
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Chapter 8 
DIRECTING ACTORS  
 
 I am guessing that directing some actors for certain roles might be incredibly challenging. 
This was not the case for me with any actor in The Book of Snake. I was confident that Daniel 
and I had cast well. I soon discovered that our casting choices made directing our actors not only 
fun, but kind of easy.   
 For the two and a half years before we shot, I had been on many student and independent 
sets watching other novice directors work well, or work poorly, with many actors. I had also 
been reading about directing, listening to professors and guest speakers at UNO talk about 
directing and paying attention to what famous directors say on the special features sections of 
DVDs. I also was very in tune with my script. I had no doubt that it could, if a thousand things 
happen just right, be turned into a very funny short. I was excited. I wanted that excitement to 
carry over the performers. Thus, I constantly reminded myself to let my many worries about the 
other aspects of production fall on to my department heads, at least when I was working with 
actors. 
 With newly acquired thoughts about methodology, I was also ready to approach this 
opportunity to direct very differently than I ever had ever approached it before. One of UNO’s 
adjunct professors, Laura Cayouette, told our Performance and Direction class that in her 
experiences as a professional actor, more often than not, directors did not spend a lot of time 
rehearsing with actors. That hit home. In my second-year film, Mime Waves (2014), I always felt 
that I over-rehearsed the three leads. Aside from knowing their lines backwards and forward, I 
am not sure it benefited their on-screen performances to rehearse that much. If anything, it kept 
them from improvising on set. It might have also taken them out of the moment. Combining 
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those thoughts with what Laura Cayouette had said about the amount of times most directors of 
professional sets work with their actors, I decided to schedule far fewer rehearsals than I would 
have in the past. 
 I rehearsed with David Brown (Quinn) and Kevin McGrath (Cook) more than the other 
actors. However, I avoided numerous sessions with any actor except David, instead holding a 
session with each lasting just an hour or two, often with David present. We also had one table 
read and one mandatory dress/walk through rehearsal night at the pizza store before we began 
shooting. That was primarily for blocking and for everyone, camera team included, to get a sense 
of the main space that we would be working in. 
  Everyone we cast was committed and enthusiastic. After the table read but before 
individual rehearsals, I had the actors each come up with a basic back story and a list of character 
traits that they thought might fit with their roles. This was based on an exercise that I was 
introduced to in Henry Griffins’s Concept, Conflict and Character class at UNO. It was not 
particularly useful task for some actors, but it paid dividends right away for others. 
 In many cases the actors’ takes on their characters’ backgrounds were something I 
wanted to work with. Some of what was discussed made the screen directly, and some just felt 
like it gave us a base from which to grow ideas. Sarah Beth played Jen, The Babe Snake. Script 
wise, Jen is a character who uses good looks and charm to get better runs. At this point, the only 
things I remember about the backstory Sarah Beth came up with for Jen was that she was a 
happy person who was a bit dissatisfied with her pizza job because she had bigger ambitions to 
start a perfume business. She also liked 80’s music. Those details informed Sarah Beth’s 
portrayal of Jen, especially when Quinn charms her by telling her she could be a “business 
owner.” Her appreciation of 80’s music was more directly hinted at on screen by her outlandish 
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style. Jen’s hair, outfit and makeup change in every scene she’s in, always reflecting her Cindy 
Lauper-like taste.   
 Thomas Baumgardner plays Alton. Alton is the incarnation of The Rattle Snake. The 
Rattler is described in the VO of the script as, “The most rude of Snakes.” During Thomas’ 
rehearsal session with David, he surprised us with a prop related to his character preparation. He 
had tic-tacs in a clear tic-tac container, and at one point, he rattled it annoyingly in David’s face 
while they ran their lines. Then he asked the non-scripted line, “Mint?” It was so rude. It was so 
perfect. Those were the kinds of moments actors kept bringing to rehearsal, and a fair amount of 
their initial concepts, and even rehearsal improvisational moments, made it into the final edit. 
 I believe the characters in this movie do not come across as stock, even though they are 
absolutely based on the stereotypes of service industry workers. Their personal touches 
prevented that. If I had told them first the type of character I wanted them to play, I am sure their 
performances would not have felt so genuine. Instead, they told and showed me first who they 
might want to play. And, I listened. That was the biggest change I made in my directing style.   
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Chapter 9 
SEVEN SLEEPLESS NIGHTS of PRODUCTION 
 
 The Book of Snake script is long for a UNO thesis. It is built around an ensemble cast that 
had to be shot in multiple locations. A large cast typically slows a small set down. Multiple 
locations eat hours upon hours with each company move. Overnight shoots also tend to move 
slower, no matter how much coffee there is on hand. Complex character and camera blocking 
were also necessary for a few scenes. Both on-set special effects and effects that would later be 
added in post were a part of several scenes. In both cases, on set prep time was necessary. Also, 
this short was ninety-five percent crewed by students or recent graduates of UNO. A couple of 
the crew had never been on a set before. In short, there were many potential time-sinks. We 
needed organized leaders capable of inspiring both morale and efficiency. We got it. Production 
went fantastic. 
 As UNO film graduate students (circa 2016), we are allowed up to eight shoot days to 
shoot our thesis with UNO equipment. We are required to be wrapped by at least twelve hours 
after call time. We expected to be done with production in seven days (nights), which would 
leave us one day of reshoots if required. For the most part, production went as planned and we 
were able to stick to our 1st AD, Rashada Fortier’s, schedule. Rashada and our 2nd AD, Emmett 
Crockett, kept everyone on task. Some days the crew was done ten hours after our call time. On 
our longest night, we wrapped eleven hours after call time. Because our call times were often 
late, we were usually finished only an hour or two before sunrise. So, we were tired. Still, a ten-
hour night felt like victory.   
 I give a lot of credit to the department heads. Also, solid scheduling really made 
production flow. Rashada, took on that task. After crunching the numbers, she convinced me that 
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one of the montage scenes which involved Quinn delivering a pizza to a bar, needed to either be 
cut, or postponed to our potential reshoot day. The story would still be intact without it, so, we 
cut it.  Rashada then came up with a shooting schedule that proved very workable.  
 The bar scene was the only scene sacrificed to time constraints, but there were several on-
set decisions that lead to lowering the set-up count for each day. In anticipation of making these 
sorts of decisions, we came up with a hierarchy of shots for each scene. We were vigilant not to 
plan too much coverage because we simply did not have the time or a desire to shoot every scene 
from several angles. Mostly, we shot for the edit. That being said, there were occasional shots I 
wanted that we knew were borderline extraneous. On the shooting schedule, those shots were 
marked with asterisks signaling their low priority. Depending on how production was going on a 
given night, Rashada, Trenton and I (mostly Rashada) were prepared to cut those shots if the 
need arose. When everything ran smoothly, we covered even the lowest priory shots. When we 
were running a little behind schedule, we cut the shots we had asterisked.  
 Notably, only in a couple of cases did those low priority shots that we took the time to 
capture make it into the final edit. The most critical shots on the hierarchy just fit together in the 
edit better in the end, even though the low priority shots were sometimes very visually striking. 
This is true for a long driving take over a bridge, and a difficult shot that is a true “bird’s- eye 
view” of The Book opening. Both shots look great. Neither are in the film. 
 The most complex shot of the movie is a kind of delivery store ballet. This hand-held 
roaming dialogue-free shot comes in at over a minute long, and is part of the extended feel-good 
resolution of this otherwise fairly dark comedy. Also, though I had no intentions of breaking the 
“forth wall,” I aimed to make this long take reminiscent of theatrical performances in which the 
cast members come out from behind the closed curtains to effectively say thanks and goodbye to 
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the audience after a performance. In this shot, the moving camera lands on every almost-dancing 
(or dancing) pizza driver for a couple of seconds, as Quinn, in his new selfless self-appointed 
positions of Route Coordinator, provides stability and happiness to the once Snake-infested store. 
The camera, which is moving around enough to exaggerate and track the actions of the pizza 
drivers, ends on Cook, who appears very much at peace, clad in his white karate outfit. Standing 
in front of a small curtain at the door of the pizza kitchen’s front entrance, Cook smiles as he 
admires Quinn’s success. It is pretty “cheesy.” 
 Making movie “cheese” is not always as easy as it looks. It took half a night, and a 
sustained cast and crew effort to get this shot. Rashada and Emmett were key to actor blocking. 
Trenton directed camera blocking. After a couple of hours of adjustments and rehearsal, we 
started to shoot. There was a lot that could go wrong, and there was a lot that did. Once, we 
thought we finally had the perfect take. We played it back only to realize that a prominent 
cooler’s light was on, which it was not for the rest of the movie. We went back to shooting. Our 
last take, two hours from our first, was the keeper. And we still had a long night ahead of us.             
 Forethought and hard work went into achieving the number and types of shots we 
accomplished on any given night. I am still proud that we had the crew, the cast, the brains, and 
the stamina to pull it off. 
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Chapter 10 
THE MANY MONTHS OF POSTPRODUCTION 
 
 Postproduction is not my specialty, but between classes at UNO and videography work, I 
am now familiar with three of the leading industry non-linear editing programs. I use them 
regularly to import and arrange footage into presentable sequences. Still, for my videography 
clients, I often hire editors to make what myself and others have shot look good. Lately, I have 
been editing more weddings, events and corporate video gigs myself, so my ability to turn event-
based footage into a kind of story has improved. I do not, however, pretend to possess a natural 
talent for constructing a well-paced and seamless narrative in post. Videography and narratives 
are just different animals. As far as polishing projects, I am not proficient with any special 
effects, sound design or color correction work flows. It took some time, but I finally decided that 
too many people worked too hard to leave The Book of Snake in my clumsy postproduction 
hands.  
 Luckily, I am friends with a person who knows post. Thomas Baumgardner had done a 
bit of freelance videography editing work for me at one point and I knew he was a dedicated and 
reliable editor from his impressive work on narratives I had seen at festivals. Thomas also was an 
in-house solution in that he played the role of Alton for the project and had extensive experience 
with the Avid and Scratch 4K postproduction workflow at UNO. We agreed to terms, and he 
went to work. 
 The first cut he shared with me was about thirty minutes long. It included every sequence 
and every scene we had shot, but those sequences and scenes did not necessarily parallel the 
order in which they played out in the script. That turned out to matter. I loved Thomas’s 
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arrangement of them. It was the creative edit I would never had come up with if I had chosen to 
edit my own project. I would have followed my script.  
 Thomas also put temp music tracks over many of the scenes, which gave me an idea of 
what The Book of Snake could sound like in the end. The music, lifted from Star Wars: Episode 
IV - A New Hope (1977, George Lucas - Music by John Williams), Hell Raiser (1987, Clive 
Barker - Music by Christopher Young) and the song, “Son of Man,” by Phil Collins, really added 
to the experience of watching the first cut. Suddenly, my back-burner need for a composer 
moved to the front burner. I started looking in earnest even though I knew that before I ever sent 
it to a composer, we needed picture lock. 
 I have a propensity for takes and scenes that go on a fair amount longer than many film 
festival screeners or general audience members appreciate, and I see value in what many might 
consider extraneous scenes. This made me absolutely keen on the long edit, and that fervor was 
stressful to me and my team.  I get it. People like streamlined stories. I just happen to be a fan of 
meandering tales. That is the main reason I make a lousy narrative editor.  
 I want this movie to screen at film festivals. Things I saw on festival websites and 
conversations with film festival staffers led me to believe that shorts above the twelve to fifteen-
minute mark are selected less frequently. Festivals can only screen so many shorts in a block. So, 
selecting several longer shorts means a festival would not be able to screen as many shorts 
overall.  
 There was no way I would still like this story if it were told in twelve minutes, and a 
longer runtime would not exclude it from festivals, just make it slightly more difficult to get in.  
It took me a month with the first edit before I could open my mind to the idea of a more 
streamlined story. At that point, I started to look for what could be trimmed. I initially figured 
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maybe two minutes could go, but deep down I knew that would not be enough. Thomas was 
waiting for me to make a decision, but I was in no mood to rush. I have made too many quick 
decisions with editing in the past, and those decisions created a short I no longer liked. I was as 
determined to like the end product of The Book of Snake as I was to make it something special 
for others. I started to show the first cut to a few people to help convince myself that cutting it 
down was the right thing to do. To make this choice more difficult, some of the people who saw 
it seemed to believe it worked at the length of that first cut. 
 My thesis committee members, Laura Medina and Erik Hansen, both said positive things 
about the first cut. Laura focused her critique on scenes that might lead to confusion, or parts of 
scenes that did not forward the story enough to justify keeping. She also pointed out a couple of 
scenes that felt too long. Even before we filmed, as she reviewed my scripts, she suggested I take 
out characters because it was becoming unwieldy for a short. She is the main reason the Drifting 
Bastard Snake (a very fun character concept) was removed from the final script’s draft. In 
retrospect, we probably would have had to edit out even more if we had cast and shot that 
character’s scenes. Sometimes the best editing happens at the screenplay revision stage, and I am 
glad we did not spend the production time it would have required to show The Drifting Bastard 
Snake interacting with Quinn. 
 As far as the first edit of the project went, Laura specifically thought I should shorten the 
opening of The Book sequence. In this sequence, Quinn uses hair driers and a chisel to free The 
Book from its icy hot-bag. Then he begins to flip through the pages of this mystical tome 
revealing the illustrations of Pizza Snakes. As epic music plays in the background, voiceover 
relates the various Pizza Snake descriptions in the book and corresponding Pizza Snake 
characters make their appearance via Quinn’s visions and flashbacks. In this first edit, Phil, The 
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Psychedelic Burn Out Snake (played by our producer Daniel Kleinpeter) is present throughout 
the short. But, because of Laura’s and a few others’ suggestions, we ended up cutting the 
voiceover that explains how the Psychedelic Burn Out Snake is an accidental Snake. Along with 
the voiceover, we removed the very fun flashback of the Psychedelic Burn Out Snake from the 
scene. This change cut over thirty seconds from the runtime and improved the pacing of the 
scene of Quinn’s reading of the book.  
 It works, but I really liked that moment with Phil. I know it was not absolutely necessary 
for the story, and Phil still has enough screen time throughout the project to show that he is a 
Psychedelic Burn Out Snake. Watching this movie minus a couple of the parts that played well, 
but needed to be cut for pacing reasons, remains difficult for me. The ghost of a laugh I wanted, 
but will never hear, is haunting a couple of these edit points. 
 Erik, as I mentioned in a previous chapter, also influenced the script. He took a different 
approach to advising me on the edit of the movie than Laura did. I remember him not so much 
singling out scenes, but instead suggesting that if I cut everything that was not necessary to the 
story, I might have something here. A friend, Jonathan Kieran, gave me a detailed list of what he 
would cut for pacing. It was a lot. This all finally convinced me that I was holding on too much. I 
gave Thomas the green light to chop anything and everything he could. He also had Jonathan’s 
list.  
 Thomas was brutal. More brutal than just Jonathan’s suggestions. The next cut came in 
just over twenty-three minutes. Seven minutes were gone. He surprised me by coming up with a 
way to combine two Pizza Store scenes so we could avoid the lengthy transition that separated 
them before. We only needed to record one off-screen voice of Manager (Meg Shea) to combine 
the scenes into one. Thomas also cut extraneous dialogue and he removed both the scenes that 
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involved Quinn driving in his little red pickup truck. He also shortened parts of almost every 
scene. After I watched it, he asked me what he should put back in. I was surprised to find that I 
only wanted him to extend one shot of Cook for a few seconds, and bring back a moment of 
Cook’s dialogue. Afterward those were put back in, we agreed we had picture lock.  
 Over a month later, we did make a change after that call. Laura and Erik agreed that a 
pizza-driving movie required at least one shot of the protagonist driving. Thomas put a shot of 
Quinn driving back into the opening. It hardly messed with the score that was already being 
composed. I did learn that directors should not ask to change the edit after they tell extremely 
underpaid editors, “That’s picture lock!” Editors hate that.   
 After searching around for composers willing to work hard for very little, I had found a 
few who were interested. Steven Kennedy and I had our first in-person meeting at a pizza place. 
We had chatted via Facebook first, and I had sent him a link to the second cut of the movie. I had 
also visited his website which has many of his songs posted. Though he is an established local 
musician who I never met me before, he seemed very happy to be discussing working on the 
project. It could not have been the money. I was not paying much. So, I knew he must like the 
movie. Also, I was happy he liked Thomas’s temp music track. And, there was a bonus 
connection. It turns out that Steven once delivered pizza. I quickly gained confidence this was 
the right person to compose the score.  
 While eating at a pizza place, we discussed what style of music we each thought would 
work with each scene. The style of the score is in no way consistent, and neither are the varying 
moods of Quinn, or the situations in which he finds himself.  What Steven came up with 
exceeded my expectations, but I am picky. In a few parts, I asked for small adjustments, or even 
a complete change. This seemed to be no problem for him. He always delivered those changes 
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fast. The score was one of the least stressful parts of post. The pop song crescendo that I wanted 
right before the end credits gave me a headache for a couple of months, but when the sound 
designer and my composer started communicating, good things happened.   
 Matthew Shilling, a local jazz musician who studied music in the Masters Program at 
UNO, expressed an interest in sound design. He did not have much experience as a sound 
designer, but the one other movie he worked on was my second-year film, Mime Waves. I knew 
he would put in the time.  
 The dialogue for Book of Snake was recorded clearly in spite of the fact that most all of 
the dialogue scenes were recorded in what was effectively a big metal box with multiple 
refrigerator compressors cutting on and off. Presence changes were a problem. It is just how 
pizza kitchens are made. Our sound mixer, Donovan Thibodeaux, and boom operator, Emily 
Poulliard, did a great job though, and I knew Matthew would find ways to clean up fluctuating 
presence levels. Also, he has a great ear, and even though Matthew is not the most experienced 
designer I know, I am happy with his level choices and foley work. He also added some 
percussion to complement scenes and special effects. Thankfully, his sense of humor comes 
across in the design.  
 Both Ben Samuels and Thomas worked on different aspects of special effects. Ben did 
his post work from Germany. He designed the green fireball that explodes behind Melvin in the 
opening of The Book scene. He is also responsible for the animated words that float above 
certain characters. I am really excited about the words because these are a visual manifestation of 
Quinn’s new Book granted powers. For a while, Quinn has Snake vision, and whichever Pizza 
Snake he sees has oversized cartoon words floating above them that only Quinn can see. This 
allows him to more easily identify their species and better take advantage of them. This even lets 
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him see the Invisible Snake. None of this is explained, but it is all there as an easy visual puzzle 
to solve for anyone inspired enough to be curious.   
 I am aware that this is a silly puzzle to include, and I am very happy it looks pretty and 
silly. After Cook’s passing on of The Book scene, and Quinn’s opening of The Book scene, I 
could not let the over the top visual nature of this story just go away. Aside from the fog gag 
when Cook opens the walk-in freezer, I wanted something visually exotic in the otherwise 
normal pizza place. The acting and camera work could have carried this story though these 
middle of the story pizza store moments, but I believe the floating Snake titles elevate the 
absurdity of the characters’ interactions to a whole new level. My hope is that audiences will 
become more engaged with those interactions as they follow and navigate the flow of absurdity. 
 Calculated absurdity does not always come easy. Ben sent us a 4K version of those 
floating words when he was done. They had to be placed exactly at the right part of a timeline in 
Scratch, or the effect would not sync with character actions. Scratch is a program that does not 
take kindly to special effects that must be tweaked. Also, it is difficult to move things around on 
the timeline in Scratch. Because we were working in 4K resolution, which was in a different 
aspect ratio than we originally sent Ben to work from, resizing of both the words (which were on 
an Alpha channel) and the original 4K footage from the shoot we imported into to Scratch was 
required. This was a mistake. Between resizing and timing issues, Thomas spent many 
hours/days fighting to get these effects right. I watched, truly stunned, at the unintuitive interface 
of this program. And, unlike other programs, the number of tutorials and helpful information 
about Scratch on YouTube and Google is miniscule. It is not easy to fix mistakes in Scratch and 
there is no longer anyone on the faculty that knows the program.  
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 I am glad our school is moving away from the Scratch to Avid workflow and moving on 
to a DaVinci Resolve to Avid workflow. Future students will not have to work with a program 
that was easily the most frustrating part of making this movie. 
 On a more positive note, Thomas had done something else in the first cut that I had not 
wrote into the script or requested. He added green lightning-like flashes, and some very fun 
special effects to the scene where Quinn enters his studio to worship at the Snake Shrine. These 
were fitting and pretty hilarious. For the final edit, he reworked all those effects. They now 
looked fantastic, and compliment the overall art design of the project.  
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Chapter 11 
THE ANALYSIS OF THE BOOK OF SNAKE 
 
 We crafted a unique comedy. I believe our hard work will inspire some joy, even for 
viewers who never experienced the dark side of tip-based employment. At two test screenings, 
both admittedly peppered with friends, the audiences paid attention. Their attention, even more 
than their laughter, gives me confidence. This is not a fast-paced comedy that inspires a laugh 
every minute. The Book of Snake builds slowly and changes directions often. The fact that eyes 
stayed on the screen felt good. 
 In some features, sitcoms and short independent or student comedies, “sketch” rears its 
over-the-top head. Exactly at the point when I feel like I am watching people try to be funny, I 
lose interest. It is a thin line, because I like hyperbole. I crave it. I use it.  
 I am very happy with a couple of the over-the-top moments in this short movie. I want 
the humor to spring from the characters’ interaction with the over-the-top plot/world that they 
inhabit, rather than from a desire to make an audience laugh. I never want actors acting funny, 
even when they are surrounded by preposterous situations. I want actors to be true to their 
characters’ nature. I am happy that the audiences had zero critical things to say about the casting, 
and I heard several positive things about Kevin McGrath’s (Cook) and Philip Yiannopoulos’s 
(Alton) performances. Also, the two biggest reactions/laughs came when David Brown (Quinn) 
kneels at the Snake Shrine, and the ending shot of the movie when he beams a huge smile to 
Cook. 
 Pacing remains a major concern. When I asked the second test audience what they 
thought about the pacing, some people talked about (or wrote about on the provided notecards) 
how the lengths of some of the opening scenes’ shots could be shorter. Also, a few mentioned 
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how the camera holds too long on the reaction shots during Quinn’s big speech to the pizza 
drivers near the movie’s end. A few people refuted those statements, saying they liked the way 
those scenes play. 
 I personally think the opening is too slow, and not quite as gripping as the rest of the 
movie. The one benefit of this might be that the unhurried nature of the first few minutes sets up 
a palpable change of pace once Cook steps into the walk-in to get the ice-shrouded Book. That 
represents the first shedding of the movie’s skin. It becomes a differently paced larger story with 
the same characters afterward. Even the look of the movie changes. 
 Though I was happy to hear the comments on the reaction shots lasting too long during 
Quinn’s big speech (because it meant people cared enough about what they just watched to 
volunteer opinions), I disagree. Quinn is the lead, but the other Pizza Snakes characters are all 
critical. Cutting to these medium close-ups of them, and holding on to those shots for a bit longer 
than might be standard for comedic reactions shots, allows a viewer to consider how Quinn 
affects these characters. Also, audience chuckles happened during the screenings at these 
moments, I think, in part, because of how awkwardly the reaction shots sync with the absurd 
righteousness of Quinn’s monologue. 
 The floating titles above character heads also inspired lively discussions. Most thought 
that the floating Snake descriptions were fun. Some felt the titles hurt the organic nature of the 
film. My choice to keep them, even after I questioned their value, was to build a visually magic 
feel to the story while inside the pizza store. We were done with organic. That was for the first 
few minutes of the film. Because of The Book, things look, and are different by the time the 
floating titles appear. The visual implication is that The Book has given Quinn “Snake Vision,” 
which enables him to detect and identify the species of any Pizza Snake. The audience, in turn, 
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also has “Snake Vision.” The titles, which are at once silly and pretty, also have the added 
benefit of offering a non-dialogue based joke or two. At one point, Quinn looks directly at the 
Invisible Snake (Anthony Scontrino) and reveals that the Invisible Snake is not invisible to him. 
The “Invisible Snake” title above the Invisible Snake’s head then disappears. This might not 
(does not) sound funny as I am explaining the joke on paper, but it will hopefully continue to be 
a laughing point for audiences. 
 Because of negative comments from the first screening, we changed the stand-alone titles 
introducing the Pizza Snakes. Before they were rather standard looking, and did not stand up 
well to the vivid Pizza Snake illustrations that also introduced the Snake chapters. Thomas 
Baumgardner instead designed undulating snake-scale titles. They are a welcomed addition that 
would not exist had we not test screened the movie.  
 The first question I asked at the second test screening was the most important one. “Is the 
story clear?” Thankfully, the audience seemed to understand the story. As complex as The Book 
of Snake was to make, I tried to keep the plot simple. I wanted my thesis film to be personal to 
me. I wanted it to explore aspects of human nature through a protagonist’s journey. I wanted the 
cinematography, sound design and production value to consistently complement the story. I 
wanted the characters, even the minor ones, to earn their arcs. And, I wanted it all to culminate in 
a gratuitously happy ending.  
 There are obvious flaws, and less obvious flaws in this movie. And no doubt, a movie 
about Pizza Snakes is not for everybody. Still, I am content. I feel we achieved much of what I 
set out to accomplish. I am also proud of, and grateful to, the numerous people who contributed 
their thoughts, time and efforts to hatch this strange little beast of a film.  
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Appendix C: Budget Analysis  
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Appendix D: Cast List 
 
David Brown  Quinn 
Kevin J McGrath  Cook 
Meg Shea  Manager 
Nicole Deloach  Sue 
Sarah Beth James  Jen 
Thomas Baumgardner  Alton 
Philip Yiannopoulos  Melvin 
Daniel Kleinpeter  Phil 
Anthony Scontrino  Qua 
Madison Beaudet  Chester 
Matt Ownes  Rodney 669 
Rajko Radovanovic  Gallery Man 
Jorge Crespo  Hotel Man 
Crystal Lirette  Woman at French Doors  
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Appendix E: Crew List 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul Punzo  Writer & Director 
Daniel Kleinpeter  Producer & Casting Director 
Rashada Fortier  Assistant Director 
Emmett Crockett III  2nd Assistant Director 
Trenton Mynatt  Director of Photography 
Thomas Baumgardner  Editor & Special Effects 
Ben Samuels  Animation & Special Effects 
Barry J. Cunningham  Camera Operator 
Mary McDade Casteel  1st Assistant Camera 
Kyndra Periban  2nd Assistant Camera 
Noell Dominick  2nd Assistant Camera  
Lorien Molinario  Additional Camera Operator 
Ryne Anderson  Still Photographer 
Hope Terrance  Script Superviser 
Nathan Tucker  Art Director 
Kerry Punzo  Art & Logo Design 
Kathleen Vieira  Art & Casting Assistant 
Evey Sorbet  Hair, Makeup & Art 
Fabiola Andrade  Art Assistant 
Patrick Sanderson  Art Assistant 
Rebecca Punzo  Props, Wardrobe & Crafty 
Matthew Shilling  Sound Designer 
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Steven Kennedy  Score 
Donovan Thibodeaux  Sound Mixer 
Emily Poulliard  Boom Op & Casting Assistant 
Aidan Dykes  VO Recordest 
Josh Pereira  Gaffer 
Christian Chesnut  Key Grip 
Nick Manning  Grip 
Langston A. Williams  Grip 
Peyton Tirey  Grip 
Callahan Wigley  Grip 
Jordan Landry  Key Production Assistant 
Kye Ryddy  Production Assistant 
Crystal Lirette  Catering  
Madison Beaudet  Dough Maker 
Hayden Guthrie  Casting Assistant 
Joey Harmon  Casting assistant, 2nd Stills & Logo 
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Appendix F: Performance Releases 
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Appendix G: Location Releases 
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Appendix H: Original Music Releases 
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Appendix I: Poster 
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Appendix J: Film Reference 
 
 
The Blu-ray copy of the thesis film, The Book Of Snake, is located in the Earl K. Long Library. 
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screenwriting, local interests documentaries and producing.      
